The Serpent King
by Jeff Zentner
As Dill, Travis, and Lydia begin
their senior year, it becomes clear
that they won't all be starting a
new life after graduation--until
an act of random violence forces
Dill to wrestle with his dark
legacy and find a way into the
light of a future worth living.

Everything, Everything
by Nicola Yoon
Maddy is a girl who’s literally
allergic to the outside world, and
Olly is the boy who moves in next
door . . . and becomes the
greatest risk she’s ever taken.

WINNER, 2018
PRINTZ AWARD

WINNER, 2017
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
Far From the Tree
by Robin Benway
After putting her own baby up for
adoption, Grace goes looking for
her biological family, including
Maya, her loudmouthed younger
bio sister, and Joaquin, their stoic
older bio brother, who has no
interest in bonding over their
shared biological mother.

We Are Okay
by Nina LaCour
Marin hasn’t spoken to anyone
from her old life since the day she
left. No one knows the truth about
those final weeks. Not even her
best friend Mabel. Now, months
later, Mabel is coming to visit and
Marin will be forced to face
everything that’s been left unsaid.

FINALIST, 2017
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD

WINNER, 2017
MORRIS AWARD

The Hate U Give
by Angie Thomas
When Starr witnesses her
childhood friend's shooting at
the hands of a police officer, she
is catapulted into the center of a
national protest. Will it even
matter if she tells the truth about
what she saw?

WINNER, 2017
GATEWAY AWARD

WINNER, 2018
MORRIS AWARD

AWARD WINNERS

I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican
Daughter
by Erika L. Sanchez
Julia's older sister Olga, was
perfect, but now she's dead.
Struggling to break out of Olga's
shadow, Julia is shocked to learn
that maybe Olga wasn't as
perfect as everyone thought.

JOIN OUR TRUMAN/GATEWAY BOOK CLUB FOR MORE GREAT READS!
VISIT THE DOWNTOWN LIBRARY FOR DETAILS!
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WATCH, THEN READ
IF YOU LOVED LOVE, SIMON...
History Is All You Left Me
by Adam Silvera
When his first love and ex-boyfriend
Theo drowns, Griffin is shattered. The
only person who understands is Jackson,
Theo's new boyfriend. Bonded by
tragedy, they try to help each other
heal, but Griffin must confront the past
if he's to move forward.

Leah on the Offbeat
by Becky Albertalli
Simon's bff Leah is back in this
sequel to Simon Vs. The Homo
Sapiens Agenda, and this time,
she has a secret all her own.

IF YOU CAN'T WAIT FOR NEW GAME OF THRONES...
Throne of Glass
by Sarah J. Maas
Celaena is plucked from prison to
compete as the Prince's champion in a
tournament to determine the King's
Royal Assassin.

Three Dark Crowns
by Kendare Blake
Every generation, a set of triplets
is born to the queen. One of them
will become queen herself, but
first, she must fight her sisters to
the death.

IF YOU'RE EXCITED ABOUT THE NEW DOCTOR...
Jane, Unlimited
by Kristin Cashore
What Jane doesn't know is that the
house will offer her five choices that
could change her life. One choice
takes her into a spy thriller, a gothic
horror story, a space opera, and heist
mystery. Every choice comes with a
price. But together, all the choices
will lead her to the truth.

The Girl from Everywhere
by Heidi Heilig
If there is a map, Nix’s father
can sail his ship to any place or
time. But now that he’s
uncovered the one map he’s
always sought—1868 Honolulu,
the year before Nix’s mother
died in childbirth—Nix’s life, her
entire existence, is at stake.

IF YOU'RE OBSESSED WITH RIVERDALE...
The Hazel Wood
by Melissa Albert
When Alice's mother goes missing,
Alice must travel into the fairy tale
world her reclusive grandmother wrote
about to find her mother and to figure
out where her own story went wrong.

The Thousandth Floor
by Katharine McGee
It starts when a girl falls to
her death from the 1000th
floor. Did she jump? Or was
she pushed?

SPOTLIGHT: MENTAL HEALTH
Little & Lion
by Brandy Colbert
Suzette's stepbrother, Lionel, who has
been diagnosed with bipolar disorder,
needs her emotional support, so she
returns to help him. But as she settles into
her old life, Suzette finds herself falling
for someone...the same girl her brother is
in love with.

The Perks of Being a Wallflower
by Stephen Chbosky
Caught between trying to live his
life and trying to run from it,
Charlie must learn to navigate
those wild and poignant rollercoaster days known as growing up.

Made You Up
by Francesca Zappia
Alex fights a battle every day to
determine what is real, and what is not.
She's doing okay until she meets Miles.
Didn't she imagine him? No? Alex is good
at being crazy, but can she handle being
normal?

Turtles All the Way Down
by John Green
Aza has no interest in the mystery of
Russell Pickett, but there’s a reward
and her friend, Daisy, pushes her to
reconnect with Pickett's son, Davis.
Aza will push past her obsessions and
compulsions to find Pickett or the real
Davis, whichever comes first.

All the Bright Places
by Jennifer Niven
When Finch and Violet meet on the ledge
of the bell tower at school, it’s unclear
who saves whom. When they pair up on a
school project both Finch and Violet
make more important discoveries. It’s
only with Violet that Finch can be
himself, and it’s only with Finch that
Violet can remember how to live. But as
Violet’s world grows, Finch’s begins to
shrink.

I'll Give You the Sun
by Jandy Nelson
At first, Jude and her twin brother
are inseparable. Years later, they
are barely speaking. Something has
happened to change the twins in
different yet equally devastating
ways. They each have only half the
story, and if they can only find their
way back to one another, they’ll have
a chance to remake their world.

IN THE NEWS: IMMIGRATION
The Sun Is Also A Star
by Nicola Yoon
On the same day her family is
scheduled to be deported, Natasha
meets Daniel, and there's instant
chemistry. But why fall in love when
she'll be sent back to Jamaica
soon?

This Land Is Our Land
by Linda Barrett Osborne
American attitudes toward immigrants
are paradoxical. This book explores
the way government policy and
popular responses to immigrant groups
evolved throughout U.S. history, with a
summary of events up to contemporary
times, as immigration again becomes a
hot-button issue.

